THE “TOURNESOL” SWIMMING POOL IN LINGOLSHEIM:

a futuristic structure whose curves have been
redesigned by HI-MACS®
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More often than not, a construction project begins by analyzing the urban context in
which a building is going to stand. When it came to the restoration and extension of
the Tournesol pool in Lingolsheim, the premise was quite the opposite – how to go
about undertaking the same project in many different settings?
The

architecture

firm

URBANE

KULTUR

naturally

chose

HI-MACS®

for

their

groundbreaking refurbishment plan, using the Solid Surface for the interior of the domed
ceiling and fittings. The material has given the pool a new visual identity while preserving the
architectural and aesthetic codes of the original structure.

Within the framework of a program entitled '1’000 Pools', launched back in 1969 by the
Ministry of Youth, Sports and Recreation, the architect Bernard Schoeller designed the
'Tournesol' (or 'Sunflower') pool, a structure which opens its 'petals' when the sun comes
out.
The project, which was quite ahead of its time, was carried out in 183 French towns from the
mid-70s to the early 1980s. One of the pools is located in Lingolsheim, in the heart of a
residential zone.
An architecture contest was organized to see who could come up with the best plan for
renovating the 'Tournesol' pools.
BEFORE RENOVATION
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The architecture firm URBANE KULTUR, founded 15 years ago by Dominique Cornaert
and Philippe Dahan, won the contest with flying colours thanks to their ad hoc proposal.
Their solid expertise in the field of public facilities construction lent itself particularly well to
the success of the project. The firm was especially eager to rise to the challenge
represented by the restoration and extension of 'Tournesol' pools, having to take into
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consideration elements that were already in place, notably the futuristic design from the
1970s.

AFTER THE RENOVATION
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Among the most important elements included in the mission statement were the installation
of spacious and open unisex changing rooms, the restoration of the interior and exterior of
the domed ceiling, and the thermal optimization of the structure.
It was the domed ceiling that made the whole operation particularly complex. The main issue
became how to successfully extend the building without altering its unique, space-age look
in order to preserve its intrinsic qualities.
The basic structure was left unaltered. The
dome was renovated, energy-saving
improvements were put in place and the
mechanism allowing the structure to slide
open 120 degrees was maintained. Inside,
the changing rooms were demolished
allowing enough space for three separate
pools. The extension that now houses the
entrance hall, changing rooms, offices and
technical facilities is independent of the
'Tournesol' pool area.

Like a boomerang, it envelopes the dome
without touching it. The patio between the
two structures is a landscaped area that
plays with light and transparency.
1. Entrance hall
2. Shoes and beauty station
3. Changing rooms
4. Patio
5. Showers
6. Leisure pool
7. Swimming pool
8. Paddling pool
9. Outdoor solarium
10. Technical facilities
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Swimmers get the impression they are out in the open air in this bright and airy space where
the innovative architectural concept invites the outdoors in.
The flexibility of HI-MACS® has allowed the architects to be as demanding as they like.
Hugging the curves of the UFO-like dome, the Solid Surface was thermoformed into a
double curvature to merge with the existing structure and clad the arched forms.

The task involved installing made-to-measure Alpine White HI-MACS® panels that were
arched and assembled by ADJ France. Invisible joints, sealing the panels together, added
the finishing touch. The surface of the dome is made up of 48 units, measuring about 150cm
by 200cm, that form the lining of the lower part of the structure.
A canyon of light has been created to light up the canvas stretched above the expanse of
new generation acrylic stone. The surface of the dome is adorned with a smooth white lining
punctuated with portholes, also made using the Solid Surface.
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The furniture in the reception area (bench and counter) and the sinks in the sanitary
facilities were also made with HI-MACS®.
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"Scratch-proof and extremely resistant to wear and stains, this acrylic stone is the answer to
problems encountered in public places subject to heavy traffic like pools such as the
Photo credits ©Jean-Baptiste Dorner
'Tournesol'," affirms the architecture firm URBANE KULTUR.
Furthermore, it is completely hygienic. The smooth, non-porous surface of 'Solid Surface'
is pleasing to the touch, resistant to intense use and easy to clean and maintain – its
properties preventing bacteria, fungi or chemical agents from seeping in and altering the
material.

The colour choice of Alpine White allows for optimal diffusion of light throughout the
structure. The areas in the extension are all organized around the windowed patio that lets
in plenty of natural daylight. Clever use of transparency means that all public zones
communicate visually. Open to the outside world, the flowing structure has become easily
identifiable.
The calming influence of the sober design allows swimmers to enjoy a moment of peaceful
relaxation.
The patio solarium extends out from the indoor beach. Made using a light shade of
exposed-aggregate concrete, it is skid-proof, soft to the touch of bare feet and adorned with
sun loungers and parasols. The garden solarium is on a gentle slope. The forecourt runs the
length of the Rue de la Normandie, overlooked by the largely glazed entrance hall. The
double transparency from the patio to the swimming pools invites you to enter.
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HI-MACS® has overcome the initial project concerns: how to refurbish the structure
without deforming the architectural ensemble, while providing a suitable technical
solution. The malleability and flexibility of "Solid Surface" has more than lived up to
the expectations of architects when it comes to design, hygiene and resistance.

"The New generation acrylic stone has contributed to creating optimal light circulation and a
calming atmosphere providing ideal conditions in which to welcome the public," explains one
of the architects in charge of the project.
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PROJECT INFORMATION
Project: Restoration and extension of the Tournesol pool in Lingolsheim - STRASBOURG
Location: Lingolsheim (Strasbourg) - France
Inauguration: 2014 (in September, following 16 months of renovation work)
Area: 1790sqm
Contracting authority: Communauté Urbaine de Strasbourg
Architects: UrbaneKultur (www.urbanekultur.fr) - architects Philippe Dahan, Dominique
Cornaert, Piotr Janski and Amaury Sigwarth
HI-MACS® Distributor: ASKA interior www.aska-interior.fr
HI-MACS® Fabrication: ADJ, www.adj.fr
Material: HI-MACS® Alpine White www.himacs.eu
Landscaping: Bruno Kubler
Structure: Structurest
Cost efficency: Les Economistes
Fluids engineer: SNC Lavalin
CPM: C2Bi
Acoustics: Euro Sound Project
Captions and photo credits:
All images (except 2 and 3): ©Jean-Baptiste Dorner
Images 2 and 3: Philippe Schalk- Communauté Urbaine de Strasbourg – UrbanKultur
Model: Patrick Christmann
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HI-MACS® by LG Hausys
www.himacs.eu
HI-MACS® is a solid surface material that can be moulded into any shape. It is widely used for architectural and
interior applications, such as sculptural and high performance wall-cladding or kitchen, bathroom and furniture
surfaces, in commercial, residential and public space projects. It is composed of acrylic, natural minerals and
pigments that come together to provide a smooth, non-porous and visually seamless surface which meets the
highest standards for aesthetics, fabrication, functionality and hygiene – offering manifold advantages over
conventional materials.
HI-MACS® provides limitless possibilities for surfacing solutions and inspires creative minds from all over the
world. Zaha Hadid, Jean Nouvel, Rafael Moneo, Karim Rashid and David Chipperfield, among others, have
completed fabulous projects using HI-MACS®, from kitchens to bathrooms, including decorative items, in hotels
as well as in museums, shopping centres and on external façades.
LG Hausys’ HI-MACS® uses a simple heating process to give three-dimensional thermoplastic forming
capabilities, allows visually seamless designs, offers a virtually limitless range of colours and – for some shades exhibits a special translucency when exposed to light. Although HI-MACS® is almost as robust as stone, it can
be worked in a similar way as wood: it can be sawn, routed, drilled or sanded.
HI-MACS® is manufactured using a new generation technology, the thermal cure. The temperature reached
during the manufacturing process sets HI-MACS® apart from other solid surfaces and creates a denser, even
more homogeneous, sturdy, durable surface – with a better resistance and superior thermoforming performance.
As regards hygiene, HI-MACS® does not absorb humidity, is highly resistant to stains, and is easy to clean,
maintain and repair.
Countless internationally recognized certificates attest to the quality of HI-MACS® in terms of ecological
commitment, hygiene and fire resistance – being the first Solid Surface in the market to receive the official
European Technical Approval (ETA) for façades – for Alpine White S728 colour.
HI-MACS® offers the longest warranty on the solid surface market with a 15-year warranty for products fabricated
by a Quality Club Member.

HI-MACS® The New Generation
Inspired by Architecture
For more information and to stay connected, visit our website and our newsroom.

Let’s connect!

* HI-MACS® is designed and produced by LG HAUSYS, a world leader in the technology sector belonging to LG
Group, and distributed by LG HAUSYS EUROPE based in Frankfurt (Germany).
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